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Abstract

Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images of Prometheus and Pandora show longitude discrepancies of about 20◦ with respect to theVoyager
ephemerides, with an abrupt change in mean motion at the end of 2000 (French et al., 2003, Icarus 162, 143–170; French an
2003, Bull. Am. Astron. Soc. 34, 06.07). These discrepancies are anti-correlated and arise from chaotic interactions between the t
occurring at interval of 6.2 yr, when their apses are anti-aligned (Goldreich and Rappaport, 2003a, Icarus 162, 391–399). This
is attributed to the overlap of four 121:118 apse-type mean motion resonances (Goldreich and Rappaport, 2003b, Icarus 166,
We study the Prometheus–Pandora system using a Radau-type integrator taking into account Saturn’s oblateness up to and inc
in J6, plus the effects of the major satellites. We first confirm the chaotic behavior of Prometheus and Pandora. By fitting the n
integrations to theHST data (French et al., 2003, Icarus 162, 143–170; French and McGhee, 2003, Bull. Am. Astron. Soc. 34, 06
derive the satellite masses. The resultingGM values (with their standard 3-σ errors) for Prometheus and Pandora are respectivelyGMPR=
(1.41+0.10

−0.25) × 10−2 and GMPA = (1.03+0.10
−0.19) × 10−2 km3 s−2. Using the nominal shape of the two moons (Thomas, 1989, Icaru

248–274), we derive Prometheus and Pandora’s densities, 0.40+0.03
−0.07and 0.49+0.05

−0.09 g cm−3, respectively. Our numerical fits also enable us
constrain the time of the latest apse anti-alignment in 2000. Finally, using our fit, we predict the orbital positions of the two satellite
theCassini tour, and provide a lower limit of the uncertainties due to chaos. These uncertainties amount to about 0.2◦ in mean longitude a
the arrival of theCassini spacecraft in July 2004, and to about 3◦ in 2008, at the end of the nominal tour.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Satellites of Saturn; Celestial mechanics; Orbits; Chaos; Resonances
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1. Introduction

Saturn’s narrow F ring is flanked by two small moo
Prometheus and Pandora, discovered inVoyager images
taken in 1980 and 1981. They were originally hailed as
amples of shepherd satellites, according to the theory
veloped to account for the confinement of Uranus’ rin
(Goldreich and Tremaine, 1979). However, the details o
the mechanism by which Prometheus and Pandora c
confine the ring are poorly understood, because the dyn
* Corresponding author. Fax: +33-1-4507-7110.
E-mail address: stefan.renner@obspm.fr(S. Renner).

0019-1035/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2004.09.005
-

ics of the F ring is much more complex (overlapping r
onances, interactions or collisions with Prometheus, e
than its uranian counterparts. Nevertheless, the dyn
cal behavior of Prometheus and Pandora and their in
actions with the F ring have been extensively investiga
theoretically(Dermott, 1981; Showalter and Burns, 198
Lissauer and Peale, 1986; Kolvoord et al., 1990; Murray
Giuliatti Winter, 1996; Murray et al., 1997; Namouni, 199
Showalter et al., 1999a, 1999b; Giuliatti Winter et al., 20
Poulet and Sicardy, 2001; Showalter, 2004).

Orbits for Prometheus and Pandora were fitted toVoyager

data(Synnott et al., 1981, 1983)in the form of precessing
ellipses. Mean motions were determined from images and
precession rates were calculated to be consistent with the

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
mailto:stefan.renner@obspm.fr
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gravity field of the saturnian system(Nicholson and Porco
1988; Campbell and Anderson, 1989).

Observations with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
made during the 1995–1996 Sun and Earth ring plane cr
ings led to the discovery that Prometheus was lagging its
dicted longitude based on theVoyager ephemeris by abou
20◦ (Bosh and Rivkin, 1996; Nicholson et al., 1996). Subse-
quently, Pandora was found to lead theVoyager ephemeris
prediction by a similar amount(McGhee, 2000). These dis-
crepancies were confirmed by several authors(Murray et al.,
2000; McGhee et al., 2001; French et al., 2003). In partic-
ular, French et al. (2003)derived sky-plane positions usin
archivalHST data from 1994, together with unexamined ri
plane crossing images, and a large series of targeted WF
observations between 1996 and 2002. These positions
then compared to the predictions of revised and impro
ephemerides for the two satellites based on an analys
the full set of Voyager images(Evans, 2001). From De-
cember 1994 to December 2000, Prometheus and Pan
orbital longitude offsets were changing at rates of−0.71◦
and+0.44◦ yr−1, respectively, relative to the newVoyager
ephemerides. An additional oscillatory component due
the nearby 3:2 co-rotation resonance with Mimas was
dent in the longitude of Pandora. Orbital elements for fre
precessing equatorial orbits were determined from fits to
1994–2000 observations. Moreover, a new twist in the me
derings of the two moons occurred around the end of 20
the mean motions of Prometheus and Pandora changed
denly by an additional−0.77 and+0.92◦ yr−1, respectively
(French et al., 2003).

The longitude discrepancies have comparable magni
and opposite signs, suggesting direct gravitational in
actions between the two satellites.Goldreich and Rappa
port (2003a)confirmed that expectation and showed t
the orbits were chaotic. Numerical integrations includ
Prometheus, Pandora and Saturn’s gravitational oblate
yield a Lyapunov exponent of order 0.3 yr−1, for satel-
lite masses based on a nominal density of 0.63 g cm−3,
the value of Epimetheus’ density(Nicholson et al., 1992).
Chaotic interactions occur when the orbits come clo
together, which happens at intervals of 6.2 yr when th
apses are anti-aligned. At these times, sudden chang
mean motions appear in numerical integrations, showing
the changes in the mean motions of Prometheus and
dora observed at the end of 2000 occurred around the
their apsidal lines were anti-aligned. The chaotic orbits
Prometheus and Pandora were subsequently shown to b
to the overlap of four apse-type 121:118 mean motion
onances(Goldreich and Rappaport, 2003b). A model with
1.5 degrees of freedom was used to show that the Lyap
exponent of 0.3 yr−1 arises because the critical argument
the dominant member of the resonant quartet makes app
imately two separatrix crossings every 6.2 yr precessio

cycle.

Numerical integrations including the effects of the eight
major satellites of Saturn confirmed the chaotic orbits and
etheus and Pandora 231
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the anti-correlation in the temporal variation of the me
longitudes of Prometheus and Pandora(Renner and Sicardy
2003; Cooper and Murray, 2004). The effects of the nearb
Mimas 3:2 resonances were clearly detectable.Cooper and
Murray (2004)also showed that there was an evidence in
simulations that the co-orbitals Janus and Epimetheus
a role in the dynamical evolution of Prometheus and P
dora, via two independent sets of second-order resona
(17:15 and 21:19) due to Epimetheus, which contribute
the chaotic motions on a longer timescale.French et al.
(2003)reached a similar conclusion about the possible
of the 17:15 and 21:19 resonances with the co-orbitals. C
parison of the results ofCooper and Murray (2004)with
extrapolations of current published ephemerides sugge
uncertainties on the order of 4◦ in the mean longitudes o
Prometheus and Pandora during theCassini tour.

In the present work, we first confirm the chaotic motio
of Prometheus and Pandora (Section3) using a numerica
model that takes into account the effects of Saturn’s obl
ness (up toJ6) and the perturbations by the major satellit
including the co-orbital moons Janus and Epimetheus.
numerical model and the full initial conditions used are p
sented in Section2. Then, by fitting the numerical integra
tions to theHST data, we derive the satellite masses (S
tion 4). Finally, in Section5, we use our fit to provide th
orbital positions of Prometheus and Pandora, together
the uncertainties due to chaos, during theCassini tour.

2. Numerical model

2.1. Overview

To study the dynamical behavior of Prometheus and P
dora, we use theMercury 6 integrator package(Chambers,
1999), with Everhart’sRadau algorithm (Everhart, 1985),
and an accuracy parameterδ = 10−12, the error per step
the algorithm tolerates. Our model includes the follow
satellites (in increasing order of distance from the plan
Prometheus, Pandora, Epimetheus, Janus, Mimas, E
ladus, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Titan, and Iapetus. The
fects of the planet’s oblateness are taken into accoun
to and including terms inJ6. The full equations of mo
tion are integrated in a Saturn-centered cartesian refer
frame (OXYZ), where(OXY) is the equatorial plane o
Saturn,X the ascending node of Saturn’s equator on
mean Earth equator atJ2000 (epoch JED 2451545.0= 2000
January 1.5),Z the Saturn’s pole direction atJ2000, de-
fined by the equatorial coordinatesαP = 40.5955◦ andδP =
83.53812◦ (French et al., 1993), andY = Z × X.

2.2. Initial conditions
All integrations start at epoch JED 2449940.0 = 1995
August 10.5 (at Saturn), because the orbital elements of
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Prometheus, Pandora, and the co-orbitals Janus and E
theus are given at this epoch (see below). We use the phy
parameters of Saturn (mass, radius and oblateness up t
including J6) given in Table 1, derived byCampbell and
Anderson (1989)from the analysis ofPioneer andVoyager
data.

The orbital elements of Prometheus and Pandora ar
rived byFrench et al. (2003), at epoch JED 2449940.0, and
are reproduced inTable 2. These elements hold for free
precessing equatorial orbits from fits toHST observations
for the period December 1, 1994 through December 6, 2
In our simulations, the eccentricity and the mean longit
of Prometheus and Pandora are fixed at the nominal va
given by French et al. (2003). As explained in Section4,
a wide range of initial values are used for the other
ments (semi-major axis and longitude of periapsis, assum
equatorial orbits) to fit the satellite masses to theHST obser-
vations. In the case of Janus and Epimetheus, we us
orbital elements given inTable 2, derived byMcGhee et al.
(2001)at epoch JED 2449940.0. They also result from fit
to HST observations for freely precessing equatorial orb
during the 1995 ring plane crossings.

The longitudes of Prometheus, Pandora, Epimetheus
Janus are measured in the equatorial plane(OXY) of Sat-
urn, from the ascending node of Saturn’s equator at ep
on the mean Earth equator atJ2000; that is, from the uni
X vector defined above. Before each numerical simulat
we perform transformations that convert thegeometric or-
bital elements of these satellites into state vectors in

Table 1
Physical parameters of Saturn, fromCampbell and Anderson (1989)

RS (km) 60330
GMS (km3 s−2) 37931272
J2 16298× 10−6
−6

at epoch on the mean Earth equator atJ2000, and the semi-major axis and m
by Nicholson and Porco (1988). The eccentricity and the longitude of periaps
Yoder et al., 1989).
74 (2005) 230–240
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(OXYZ) Saturn-centered reference frame. These tran
mations, not detailed here, arise from the epicyclic the
(Borderies and Longaretti, 1987; Longaretti and Border
1991; Borderies-Rappaport and Longaretti, 1994)and are
accurate to second order in eccentricity. They are also
to compute, conversely, the geometric orbital elements o
satellites from the state vectors given by the numerical i
grations. Such computations require the iterative calcula
of some basic frequencies such as the mean motionn, the
apsidal precession rate of the satellite�̇ and, if we conside
non-equatorial orbits, the precession rate of the ascen
nodeΩ̇ . Expressions forn and�̇ are reproduced inAppen-
dix A.

For the other satellites, we use the semi-analytic the
TASS1.6 (Vienne and Duriez, 1995)to derive the initial con-
ditions at epoch JED 2449940.0. With TASS the output data
is the position and the velocity of the body in a Satu
centered cartesian reference frame(OX′Y′Z′), whereX′ is
the J2000 mean equinox andZ′ the J2000 ecliptic pole.
Therefore, to set all the satellites in the same reference fr
(OXYZ) described in the previous section, we apply the
lowing three rotations:

[
X

Y

Z

]
= RΩ(π/2− δP ) × RPT

(π/2+ αP )

(1)× Rγ (−ε)

[
X′
Y ′
Z′

]
,

whereRV (β) denotes a rotation through a positive angleβ

about theV axis, ε is the Earth obliquity atJ2000 (ε =
23◦26′21.411′′, IERS value),αP and δP are the equatoria
coordinates of Saturn’sJ2000 pole direction(French et al.

1993), γ is the mean equinox atJ2000,PT is the Earth’s

ua-

eus

0.0
61

turn’s

g
quator
J4 −915× 10
J6 103× 10−6 pole atJ2000, andΩ is the ascending node of Saturn’s eq

tor at epoch on the mean Earth equator atJ2000.

Table 2
Orbital elements for the inner satellites, at epoch JED 2449940.0

Prometheus Pandora Janus Epimeth

Epoch (JED) 2449940.0 2449940.0 2449940.0 244994
a (km) 139377.624 141713.1075 151461.99 151414.
n (◦ day−1) 587.28747 572.78560 518.2383 518.4822
e (1.92± 0.21) × 10−3 (4.5± 0.3) × 10−3 0.0066 0.0126
i (◦) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ω (◦) – – – –
� (◦) 257± 10 359± 6 107.95 222.95
λ (◦) 339.155 96.023 35.33 175.33

Prometheus and Pandora orbital elements result from fits toHST observations for the period December 1, 1994 through December 6, 2000(French et al.,
2003). Quoted errors (in periapsis and eccentricity) are three times the formalσ of the fit. The longitudes are measured from the ascending node of Sa
equator at epoch on the mean Earth equator atJ2000. Saturn’s equatorial plane at epoch is defined relative to Saturn’sJ2000 pole directionαP = 40.5955◦,
δP = 83.53812◦ (French et al., 1993). The semi-major axis and mean motion are calculated self-consistently, usingGMS , J2, andJ4 as given byNicholson and
Porco (1988). Orbits were assumed to be equatorial in the fits. Janus and Epimetheus orbital elements result from fits toHST observations, during the 1995 rin
plane crossings, for freely precessing equatorial orbits(McGhee et al., 2001). The longitudes are also measured from the ascending node of Saturn’s e
ean motion are calculated self-consistently, usingGMS , J2, andJ4 as given
is at epoch are computed using analytical ephemerides(Nicholson et al., 1992;
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Table 3
SatelliteGM values

Satellite GM (km3 s−2)

Epimetheus 0.0357
Janus 0.1284
Mimas 2.4048
Enceladus 4.0586
Tethys 40.2071
Dione 74.4591
Rhea 163.8631
Titan 8927.5042
Iapetus 117.587

Values for the co-orbitals Janus and Epimetheus are fromMcGhee et al.
(2001). For the other satellites they are derived from the results ofTASS1.6
(Vienne and Duriez, 1995, Table 10), using theGMS value of Saturn from
Campbell and Anderson (1989). Because the mass of Enceladus is not w
determined withTASS1.6, we arbitrarily adopt the value fromTASS1.5,
which is closer to previous determinations(Harper and Taylor, 1993
Dourneau, 1987).

Finally, the adopted values for the masses of the sate
are summarized inTable 3.

3. Confirmation of chaos

The chaotic behavior of Prometheus and Pandora,
to the overlap of four 121:118 apse-type mean motion
onances, has been demonstrated in a model consistin
the two satellites orbiting Saturn, including the effects
the planet’s oblateness(Goldreich and Rappaport, 2003
2003b). The interactions of Prometheus and Pandora w
the other satellites of Saturn were neglected. Howe
Prometheus and Pandora are involved in resonances
Mimas and with the co-orbitals Janus and Epimetheus: P
dora is close to a 3:2 co-rotation resonance and a 3:2 L
blad resonance with Mimas, and Prometheus and Pan
are periodically perturbed (about every four years) by
second-order resonances 17:15 and 21:19 with Epimeth
respectively. Here we show, in parallel to a recent numer
study(Cooper and Murray, 2004), that the chaotic interac
tions between the two moons survive the addition of
major satellites of Saturn to the model.

We present a typical result of numerical integrations
Figs. 1 and 2. The integration time is 20 yr, starting at epo
JED 2449940.0. The numerical model is described in Se
tion 2, with all the initial conditions given in Section2.2. In
particular, Prometheus and Pandora are initially on equ
rial orbits with nominal eccentricities and mean longitud
given in Table 2. For this simulation, the remaining initia
conditions for Prometheus and Pandora are given inTable 4.
These values actually correspond to our best-fit solution
Section4.2).

In Fig. 1, we give Prometheus and Pandora’s mean
gitude offsets (in degrees) from the predictions provided

theVoyager ephemerides, versus time (in days), as inFrench
et al. (2003). Sudden and anti-correlated changes in mean
motion are clearly apparent around the times of apse anti-
etheus and Pandora 233

f

,

Fig. 1. Longitude offsets (◦) from Voyager predictions for Prometheus (top
and Pandora (bottom) versus time (days). The vertical dashed–dotted
denote the times of apse anti-alignment, computed using the apsidal p
sion rates of the two satellites given inFrench et al. (2003). The years 1996
2004, and 2012 are labeled on the top horizontal axis. The integration
time is 1995 August 10.5 (epoch JED 2449940.0). The middle solid cu
correspond to the best-fit solution (Table 4). Two additional solutions are
indicated, corresponding to satellite densitiesρ = 0 and 1.2 g cm−3. The
�λ’s are the difference between the mean longitudeλ provided by the sim-
ulation and the mean longitudeλVGR predicted by the ephemeris bas
on Voyager images(Evans, 2001). For Prometheus,λVGR(◦) = λ0

VGR +
nVGR(t − t0) = 188.526+ 587.28942(t − 2444839.6682) and for Pan-
dora,λVGR = 82.13+ 572.78439(t − 2444839.6682) (French et al., 2003
Evans, 2001). Each square point represents a separate set ofHST data
for which a single longitude offset�λ was computed, from the observe
sky-plane coordinates. These points are affected by the satellite ecce
ties, because for them we compute a true longitude, not a mean long
to derive�λ (Section4.2). The light and dark grey areas denote two s
arate subsets of data for which we perform fits: with the first one w
Prometheus and Pandora’s semi-major axes, and with the second o
satellite masses and the longitudes of periapsis.

alignment (indicated by the vertical dashed-dotted lin
We also indicate two additional solutions corresponding
satellite densitiesρ = 0 and 1.2 g cm−3, respectively, clearly

showing the effects of masses on the longitudinal variations
of the satellites. The�λ’s are, both for Prometheus and Pan-
dora, the difference between the mean longitudeλ provided
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Fig. 2. 121:118 resonance arguments (◦) versus time (days), for the best-fit solution given inFig. 1. The four critical angles are:ΨC,1 = 121λPA − 118λPR−
R−� d
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3�PA, ΨC,2 = 121λPA −118λPR−2�PA −�PR, ΨC,3 = 121λPA−118λP
lines denote the times of apse anti-alignment. The integration start tim

by the simulation and the mean longitudeλVGR predicted
by the ephemeris based onVoyager images(Evans, 2001).
Note that Pandora’sVoyager ephemeris includes the effec
of Mimas. Clearly apparent on the figure are also the w
gles in the mean longitude of Pandora, which are du
the nearby 3:2 co-rotation resonance with Mimas. Pan
ra’s semi-major axis lies approximately 50 km inside t
resonance, and also 180 km inside the 3:2 inner Lind
resonance with Mimas. Some theoretical predictions on
effects of these two 3:2 resonances are given byFrench et al.
(2003).

Note that Janus and Epimetheus have a dynamical i
ence on the orbits of Prometheus and Pandora(Cooper and
Murray, 2004). These satellites move on horseshoe orb
The consequence is a switch in their orbits every appr
mately 4 yr(Yoder et al., 1989; Nicholson et al., 1992). Dur-
ing their co-orbital motion, the radial deviations from th
mean semi-major axis are±10 km for Janus and±40 km
for Epimetheus. Prometheus and Pandora are involve
17:15 and 21:19 second-order resonances with Epimeth
respectively, especially when Epimetheus is in its inner
sition of the horseshoe orbit. When it is in its outer positi
the 17:15 and 21:19 resonances move well outside the o
of Prometheus and Pandora. Among the two triplets of c
cal arguments, the closest to libration are 17λEP− 15λPR−
�EP−�PR for Prometheus, and 21λEP−19λPA −2�PA for
Pandora, where the subscript EP denotes Epimetheus.

The four 121:118 resonant arguments between Pro

theus and Pandora are displayed inFig. 2. These criti-
cal angles are:ΨC,1 = 121λPA − 118λPR − 3�PA, ΨC,2 =
121λPA−118λPR−2�PA−�PR, ΨC,3 = 121λPA−118λPR−
PA −2�PR, ΨC,4 = 121λPA −118λPR−3�PR. The vertical dashed–dotte
995 August 10.5.

,

�PA − 2�PR, andΨC,4 = 121λPA − 118λPR − 3�PR. The
four resonances clearly overlap. Also evident are sep
trix crossings around the times of the first two apse a
alignments, where the critical angles go from a circulat
motion to libration (or from libration to circulation motion
This confirms in a full integration the results ofGoldreich
and Rappaport (2003a)obtained in a simplified 2-satellit
model.

4. Fits for satellite masses

4.1. Method

In order to derive Prometheus and Pandora’s masse
fit the numerical integrations to theHST data. More pre-
cisely, we want to find the initial orbital elements and
masses of Prometheus and Pandora, for which the r
uals between the observations and the calculated sat
positions are minimal. This is a non-trivial problem of p
rameter estimation: the two satellites are a priori defined
seven parameters (six orbital elements plus the mass
each initial orbital element has its own uncertainty. Mo
over, Prometheus and Pandora are highly sensitive to in
conditions, because of chaos.

We use theHST data (French et al., 2003; Frenc
and McGhee, 2003)between 1995 August 10.5 (epo
JED 2449940.0) and 2002 December 17.5 (epoch

2452626.0). These data contain the sky-plane coordinates
of Prometheus and Pandora (right ascension�α cosδ and
declination�δ offsets from Saturn’s center inJ2000 co-
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ordinates), together with the time (at Earth) of each ima
the Earth–Saturn distanceD, and 3 anglesU , B, P which
define the geometry of Saturn’s rings and can be use
project the saturnicentric positions of the satellites into
plane of the sky. The angleU is the geocentric longitude o
Saturn, measured in the plane of the rings eastward from
J2000 ascending node on the mean equator of the Earth
saturnicentric longitude of the Earth, measured in the s
way, isU + 180◦). The angleB is the inclination of the ring
plane, more precisely the saturnicentric latitude of the E
referred to the plane of the rings, positive toward the no
(when B is positive the visible surface of the rings is t
northern surface). Finally, the angleP is theJ2000 position
angle of Saturn’s pole, or the geocentric position angle
the northern semi-minor axis of the apparent ellipse of
rings, measured eastward from north.

To compare the simulations with the data, we compu
table of times at Saturn for which we haveHST data, cor-
recting for the light-time travel. Then at these times we st
for Prometheus and Pandora the state vectors provided b
numerical integration in the Saturn-centered reference fr
described in Section2, with initial conditions given in Sec
tion 2.2. The position vectors are then used to compute
own sky-plane coordinates�α cosδ and�δ. LetX, Y , Z be
the components of the position vector of Prometheus or P
dora. Then the right ascension and declination offsets f
Saturn’s center, for equatorial orbits, are given by:

(2)




�α cosδ = [−cosP(X sinU − Y cosU)

+ sinB sinP(X cosU + Y sinU)
]
/D,

�δ = [
sinP(X sinU − Y cosU)

+ sinB cosP(X cosU + Y sinU)
]
/D.

If we consider non-equatorial motions, then the ter
Z cosB sinP andZ cosB cosP must be added to�α cosδ
and �δ, respectively, into the brackets. Finally, we co
pute the rms residual between the observed sky-plane
ordinates and those provided by the simulation. Compa
the astrometric measurements to orbital predictions by
Jacobson (personal communication),French and McGhe
(2003)showed that the typical astrometric accuracy of
HST measurements is about 0.02′′, equivalent to errors in
the positions of the satellites to about 130 km. Thus, fo
“perfect” numerical model, we would expect an rms error
about 0.02′′.

We suppose that Prometheus and Pandora move on
torial orbits. Based on the reanalysis of the full set
Voyager observations,Evans (2001)find inclinations for
Prometheus and Pandora of 0.03◦ ± 0.005◦ and 0.054◦ ±
0.007◦, respectively. These inclinations correspond to ma
mum excursions from the equatorial plane of 73 and 134
comparable to theHST measurement accuracy. The sm
inclinations of the two satellites are thus neglected in
work, and also inFrench et al. (2003)because they are at th

edge of detectability in the data. On the other hand, because
the mean longitudes are well constrained by the observa-
tions, they are initially fixed at the nominal values given
etheus and Pandora 235
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in Table 2. Fits of the satellite eccentricities to subsets
HST data yield similar values to the solutions ofFrench et
al. (2003), and the residuals are not very sensitive to these
centricity values (see Section4.2). Moreover, the changes i
eccentricity associated with the interactions of Prometh
and Pandora are very small in comparison to the mean ec
tricities (Goldreich and Rappaport, 2003a). Therefore, the
eccentricities are also fixed at the nominal values give
Table 2. Consequences of this assumption on our mass
terminations are discussed in Section4.2.

Thus, the adjustment of the numerical integrations to
HST data now depends only on the initial semi-major a
and periapse longitudes. In fact, the key parameters are
the initial semi-major axes and the initial difference in lo
gitude of periapsis��0 = �PR − �PA [2π], the only pa-
rameter that provides the time of apse anti-alignment.
motion of Prometheus and Pandora during the period o
HST data can be split into two parts: a period of regular m
tion, far from any apse anti-alignment, for which the orb
are essentially precessing keplerian ellipses, and a pe
of chaotic motion, around the time of apse anti-alignme
Indeed, we do not detect in our simulations significant va
tions in longitude far from the times of apse anti-alignme
(seeFigs. 1 and 4). The regular part of the data is sen
tive to the initial semi-major axes, and the chaotic part to
masses and to the initial difference in longitude of periap
��0. To derive the satellite masses, we therefore perf
two consecutive fits on different subsets of data. First
determine the initial semi-major axes that minimize the r
residuals during the period of regular motion, and then w
the masses and the initial difference in longitude of peria
on the chaotic part of theHST data.

The fit of the simulations to the regular part of theHST
data (that is, the adjustment of the initial semi-major ax
does not contain any information on the satellite mas
Indeed, given satellite masses, one can always find in
semi-major axes that fit this part of the data quite well. M
precisely, the initial semi-major axis of one of the two sa
lites depends linearly (at least at lowest order, see Eqs.(3))
on the mass of the other satellite: suppose that Promet
and Pandora move on a given orbit, and let us increase
mass of Prometheus. This creates an additional acce
tion to Pandora that tends to decrease its radius, Prome
being inside the orbit of Pandora. Therefore, the initial se
major axis of Pandora must be slightly increased in order
orbit of Pandora to remain unchanged. In the same man
because Pandora evolves outside the orbit of Prometheu
initial semi-major axis of Prometheus must be decrease
the mass of Pandora is increased. After this first step, we
analytically derive the appropriate initial semi-major ax
given the satellite masses, to fit correctly the regular pa
theHST data.

The regular and chaotic part of the data used to fit

remaining orbital elements (semi-major axes and periapsis
longitudes) and the masses are indicated inFig. 1 by the
light and dark grey areas, respectively. The first period is
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between 1996 September 30 (epoch JED 2450356.5)
1998 October 24 (epoch JED 245110.5), which is far fr
any apse anti-alignment, the second is between 2000
gust 4 (epoch JED 2451760.5) and 2002 December
(epoch JED 2452626.0), which contain the anti-correla
bends observed in the longitude profiles of Prometheus
Pandora. Note that with our simulations, it is useless to c
sider a much greater time interval to fit the satellite mas
because the integration start time is 1995 August 10.5
the Lyapunov time of the system is only about three ye
For information, the number of data points is 49 and
for Prometheus and Pandora, respectively, during the
ular motion period, and 97 and 94, respectively, during
chaotic period.

4.2. Results

For each simulation we compute a rms error, which is
average of Prometheus and Pandora’s rms residuals. B
ting the numerical integrations to the regular part of theHST
data (light grey area ofFig. 1), we have derived empiricall
the following relations between the initial semi-major ax
(km) and the satelliteGM values (km3 s−2), for which the
rms error is minimal:

(3)

{
aPR= 139377.5− 5.96GMPA = 139377.5− 0.125ρPA,

aPA = 141714.18+ 7.11GMPR= 141714.18+ 0.25ρPR.

As noted in the previous section, these relations are lin
Using ellipsoidal models,Thomas (1989)derived the fol-
lowing satellite radii: 74, 50, and 34 km for Promethe
and 55, 44, and 31 km for Pandora. We have used t
nominal shapes to write the relations in Eqs.(3) using the
densitiesρ (g cm−3). The longitudes of periapsis were fixe
at the nominal values ofTable 2, yielding an initial differ-
ence in longitude of periapsis��0 = 258◦. The relation for
aPR (respectivelyaPA) was derived supposingMPR = 0 (re-
spectivelyMPA = 0), and would be approximately the sam
for MPR �= 0 (respectivelyMPA �= 0). Typically, using these
relations, the rms error is about 0.030′′, with comparable in-
dividual residuals for Prometheus and Pandora.

The correction terms in Eqs.(3) are small: 150 and 300 m
at most for Prometheus and Pandora, respectively, for a
sity ρ = 1.2 g cm−3. However, the rms residuals are ve
sensitive to the initial semi-major axes when fitting the re
lar part of the data. Let us suppose thatMPR= 0. For a given
mass of PandoraMPA, the rms residual for Prometheus, a
function of its initial semi-major axis, is a parabolic-shap
curve, with a minimal value (� 0.03′′) for a semi-major axis
amin

PR given by the linear relation in Eqs.(3). A difference of
only about±50–80 m fromamin

PR , depending on the value o
Pandora’s density, yields a rms error of about 0.08′′, that is
4 times the astrometric accuracy of theHST measurements
This is because a small change in semi-major axis trans

into large longitude offsets over the years.

Then we performed fits to the chaotic part of the data
(dark grey area ofFig. 1), to derive the satellite masses
74 (2005) 230–240
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and the longitudes of periapsis. We have considered
ues of��0 in the range 242◦ � ��0 � 274◦, to be con-
sistent with the uncertainties of Prometheus and Pand
periapse longitudes derived inFrench et al. (2003), seeTa-
ble 2. We used a step of one degree, which correspond
a difference of about 6.33 days between the times of tw
apse anti-alignments, using apsidal precession rates giv
French et al. (2003). The interval of masses for these si
ulations was: 0 km3 s−2 � GMPR � 4.22 × 10−2 km3 s−2

and 0� GMPA � 2.52× 10−2 km3 s−2, which is equivalen
to densitiesρPR andρPA between 0 and 1.2 g cm−3, using
the nominal volumes of Prometheus and Pandora give
Thomas (1989).

The first result is that all the solutions for which t
rms error is typically�∼ 0.1′′ are such that 242◦ � ��0 �
251◦. Our numerical fits thus provide a tighter constra
on the time of the latest apse anti-alignment, which
curred approximately between 2000 August 11 (epoch
2451767.5) and 2000 October 8 (epoch JED 2451825.5
ing the apsidal precession rates of Prometheus and Pa
given byFrench et al. (2003).

The satellite masses we derived are given inTable 4. The
rms error of this best-fit solution is rmsmin = 0.030′′, with
comparable individual residuals for Prometheus and P
dora. This is equivalent to a mean error in the position
the satellites to about 190 km.Table 4also contains for the
best-fit solution the initial semi-major axes, resulting fro
Eqs.(3), and the initial periapse longitudes (correspond
to a difference��0 = 250◦). Uncertainties in the satellit
masses inTable 4 are the standard 3-σ errors. We have
used constantχ2 boundaries to define a 3-σ confidence
level around the best-fit solution. This region is defined
rms2 � rms2min(1 + �χ2/N), whereN is the number o
data points, within which the rms increases by no m
than a set amount�χ2. For a 3-σ error, �χ2 = 14.2 and
rms � 0.033′′, this problem having three degrees of fre
domMPR, MPA, and��0 (Press et al., 1986). Prometheus

Table 4
Prometheus and Pandora masses, together with the correspondingGM val-
ues and densities

Prometheus Pandora

M (1017 × kg) 2.11+0.16
−0.37

[+0.79
−0.53

]
1.54+0.16

−0.28

[+0.50
−0.36

]
GM (10−2 × km3 s−2) 1.41+0.10

−0.25 1.03+0.10
−0.19

ρ (g cm−3) 0.40+0.03
−0.07

[+0.15
−0.10

]
0.49+0.05

−0.09

[+0.16
−0.12

]
a (km) 139377.43875 141714.28
� (◦) 249.0 359.0

The quoted uncertainties are the standard 3-σ errors. Small systematic e
fects due to the satellite eccentricities increase these 3-σ uncertainties to
values given in the brackets (see text). The densities are derived usin
nominal volumes given byThomas (1989), and appear as black points in t
map of rms residuals between the observations and the simulations (Fig. 3).
Uncertainties in density arise only from those inM , because errors ass

ciated with the satellite volumes are not included. Also indicated are the
initial semi-major axes and periapse longitudes for the best-fit solution (the
eccentricities and the mean longitudes are the nominal values ofTable 2).
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Masses and orbits of

Fig. 3. Map of rms residuals between the observations and the numeric
tegrations, for given satellite densities (see text). The grey scale is suc
white regions are for rms� 0.05′′ and black regions are for rms� 0.033′′,
with a linear grey scale in between. The black area is almost an el
and corresponds to a 3-σ confidence level. The 3-σ errors extend to the
white ellipse if we take into account small systematic effects due to
satellite eccentricities (see text). We have fitted the satellite masses
eccentricities fixed at the nominal values ofTable 2) and used the nomi
nal volumes ofThomas (1989)to convert them into densities. Each poi
has its own initial orbital elements such that the rms error is minimal, g
values of(ρPR, ρPA). Results are summarized inTable 4. The best fitting
region is close to and parallel to the lineρPA/ρPR= 1.22, indicated by the
dashed-dotted line, as a consequence of the conservation of angular m
tum between the two satellites during the chaotic interactions (see tex

and Pandora densities given inTable 4are computed us
ing the nominal shape of the satellites(Thomas, 1989). Our
results are compatible with the densities derived from
density waves excited in Saturn’s rings by the two sa
lites:ρPR= 0.27+0.16

−0.14, ρPA = 0.42+0.28
−0.24 (Rosen et al., 1991).

A map of the rms residuals for given satellite densities
also given inFig. 3. The motion of each pair of mass
was integrated several times, depending on the initial
ference in longitude of periapsis, but we plot only the po
for which the rms is minimal, using the nominal shape
the two moons(Thomas, 1989). There is a clear correla
tion in the masses (or the densities) we derive. Pando
mass depends linearly on Prometheus’ mass. This is a
sequence of the conservation of angular momentum betw
Prometheus and Pandora during the chaotic interactions
(15), (22), (23) ofGoldreich and Rappaport, 2003b). The
conservation of the angular momentum yields:

(4)
�aPR

�aPA
= −MPA

MPR

a2
PR

a2
PA

.

FromFrench et al. (2003), �aPR = +0.33 km and�aPA =
−0.42 km between 2000 and 2002, implying a mass
tio MPR/MPA = 1.23. The satellite masses we derived yie
a comparable valueMPR/MPA = 1.37, consistent with the
previous value to within the uncertainties in the mass ra
Using the nominal volumes ofThomas (1989), the density
ratio isρPA/ρPR= 1.22, indicated by the dashed-dotted li

in Fig. 3. Note that using the satellite masses inTable 4and
the nominal volumes determined byStooke (1993)or by
Gozdziewski and Maciejewski (1995), Prometheus’ density
etheus and Pandora 237
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is modified:ρPR= 0.54+0.04
−0.09. The density of Pandora seem

to be better constrained than that of Prometheus, bec
the volumes determined byThomas (1989), Stooke (1993),
andGozdziewski and Maciejewski (1995)for this satellite
are quite the same. Future images provided by theCassini
spacecraft will help to constrain the shapes of Saturn’s s
lites. The masses of Prometheus and Pandora will als
improved, because the next apse anti-alignment betwee
two satellites (∼ 2006) will be seen byCassini.

The longitude profiles of the best-fit solution (Table 4)
are displayed inFig. 1. Also indicated on the figure are tw
other solutions corresponding to satellite densitiesρ = 0 and
1.2 g cm−3, respectively, for which the semi-major axes s
isfy Eqs. (3) and the other initial orbital elements are t
nominal values ofTable 2. For illustration, we display the
longitude offsets from theVoyager predictions, computed
from the HST data sky-plane coordinates. They appear
small square points on the figure. However, these points
affected by the eccentricity of the two satellites, because
compute a true longitude, not a mean longitude, to de
the observed longitude lags. Indeed, we first compute
cartesian coordinates of the satellite in the saturnicentric
erence frame (OXYZ) described in Section2. Because we
consider equatorial orbits, we have:

(5)




X = D
[−(�α cosδ cosP − �δ sinP)sinU

+ (�α cosδ sinP + �δ cosP)cosU/sinB
]
,

Y = D
[
(�α cosδ cosP − �δ sinP)cosU

+ (�α cosδ sinP + �δ cosP)sinU/sinB
]
.

Then we convertX, Y into the radiusr and the true lon-
gitudeL of the satellite, we subtract from this longitude t
mean longitude provided by theVoyager ephemeris(Evans,
2001)and we plot the mean value of the longitude offs
that correspond to the sameHST visit, each set of observa
tions typically including 5 closely-spaced measurements
taken at a singleHST visit.

The rms error of the best-fit solution (0.030′′) is slightly
larger than the astrometric accuracy of theHST measure-
ments (� 0.02′′). Therefore, either some systematic err
persist in the model, or the astrometric accuracy of theHST
data is underestimated. Systematic errors could arise
various causes: inclinations of Prometheus and Pandora
ferent eccentricities from the assumed initial values, m
of the F ring, or highly sensitive effects of resonances w
satellites, in particular Janus and Epimetheus, not prop
taken into account in the initial conditions. However, we
integrations applying small inclinations to Prometheus
Pandora, for various longitudes of ascending node, and
did not improve the rms residuals. On the other hand,
have fitted the eccentricities of Prometheus and Pando
the non-chaotic region of data, with initial semi-major ax
satisfying Eqs.(3) and for various initial longitudes of pe

riapsis (consistent with the uncertainties given inTable 2).
We obtained similar eccentricity values to the solutions of
French et al. (2003). The residuals are not very sensitive to
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Table 5
Predictions and uncertainties, during theCassini tour, in the longitude off-
sets from theVoyager ephemeris

Date (0h UT) �λPR (◦) �λPA (◦)

2004 July 1 −29.74+0.16
−0.14 31.97+0.16

−0.19

2008 July 1 −36.27+2.36
−2.77 38.79+3.92

−3.04

The �λ’s are the difference between the mean longitudeλ provided by
the simulation and the mean longitudeλVGR predicted by the ephemer
based onVoyager images(French et al., 2003; Evans, 2001). At the times
considered, we compute the mean value of the longitude offsets an
uncertainties for the solutions given inFig. 4.

this parameter, at least for values consistent with the un
tainties given inTable 2. Fits of the initial semi-major axe
to the regular part of data with different initial eccentric
values yield also similar relations to Eqs.(3), with compara-
ble residuals of about 0.03′′. Finally, we have also fitted th
satellite masses and the initial longitudes of periapsis to
chaotic part of data using different initial eccentricity valu
We have considered four extreme values of(ePR, ePA), con-
sistent with the uncertainties given inTable 2: (ePR, ePA) =
(0.00171,0.0042), (0.00171,0.0048), (0.00213,0.0042),
and (0.00213,0.0048). The satellite masses are not sign
icantly modified and the rms residuals are not improv
However, taking into account this small systematic eff
enables us to estimate the increase of the uncertaintie
the satellite masses we have determined. They are given
brackets inTable 4, and this corresponds to density valu
within the white ellipse inFig. 3. Note that the forthcoming
Cassini observations will help to constrain better the ecc
tricities of Prometheus and Pandora, and thus to reduc
uncertainties on the derived masses.

5. Orbital positions during the Cassini tour

Using our fit, we predict the orbital positions of the tw
satellites during theCassini tour. We ran about 40 simula
tions with various initial conditions that fit theHST data
quite well. The initial conditions used are in fact the be
fit solutions indicated by the black ellipse inFig. 3, with
rms errors� 0.033′′. The results are displayed inFig. 4. We
also performed backward integrations, from the integra
start time JED 2449940.0, to show that the longitude pro
are highly sensitive to initial conditions, and how the diff
ent solutions are distributed around theVoyager origin. The
satellite masses cannot be constrained by theVoyager mea-
surements. This results from the value of the Lyapunov t
of about 3 yr. There are about 5 Lyapunov times between
integration start time and theVoyager origin. These simu
lations allow us to provide a lower limit of the uncerta
ties, due to chaos, in the positions of the satellites. B

for Prometheus and Pandora, these uncertainties amount t
about 0.2◦ in mean longitude at the arrival ofCassini in July
2004, and to about 3◦ in 2008 (Table 5).
74 (2005) 230–240

n

Fig. 4. Longitude offsets (degrees) fromVoyager predictions for
Prometheus (top) and Pandora (bottom) versus time (days). We ran
40 simulations corresponding to the best-fit solutions (with rms� 0.033′′)
given inFig. 3. The integration start time is 1995 August 10.5, indicated
the large square point. The vertical dashed-dotted lines denote the tim
apse anti-alignment, computed using the apsidal precession rates of th
satellites given inFrench et al. (2003). The years 1988, 1996, 2004, 201
and theVoyager 2 origin (epoch JED 2444839.6682� 1981 August 23) are
labeled on the top horizontal axis. Backward integrations show how th
lutions are distributed around theVoyager origin, as a consequence of cha
Each small square point represents a separate set ofHST data for which a
single longitude offset�λ was computed from the observed sky-plane
ordinates (seeFig. 1).

6. Conclusions

The recentHST observations enable us to constr
Prometheus and Pandora’s densities, and also to give
certainties on the positions of the satellites between 2
and 2008. This is useful for futureCassini observations
Our results suggest that these moons are underdense
residuals are slightly larger than the astrometric accur
suggesting that small systematic errors are still prese
the model. Perhaps taking into account the effects of th
ring could improve the residuals, but this is difficult beca

owe know little about the F ring mass. A more general study
that includes fits to availableHST observations of the co-
orbitals Janus and Epimetheus should also be investigated.
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Masses and orbits of

Nevertheless, these low values for the densities raises th
triguing question of the origin of Prometheus and Pand
Are Prometheus and Pandora the result of the accretio
ring material just outside the Roche zone of the planet?
they form inside this region and migrate outward? Or
they result from the destruction of a former satellite that
close to the Roche zone? Given the satellite density va
the latter hypothesis seems to be less likely. Another in
esting problem is the long-term dynamical evolution of
system. The new values for the masses and the improve
bits should allow a reexamination of the effect of the torq
exerted on Prometheus and Pandora by Saturn’s main r
and help to constrain the lifetime of the system.Cassini ob-
servations during the upcoming four years will surely h
to answer some of these questions.
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Appendix A. Expressions for n and �̇

Here we give expressions for the apsidal precession
and the mean motion up to and including terms inJ6. The
orbital elements aregeometric elements rather than class
cal osculating elements. These expressions are accura
second order in eccentricity, and apply only for a test pa
cle around an oblate planet(Borderies and Longaretti, 1987
Longaretti and Borderies, 1991; Borderies-Rappaport
Longaretti, 1994). Secular precession terms due to the m
jor satellites are not included, because we are dealing
the short-term dynamical behavior of Prometheus and P
dora. These expressions are used to compute, iterativel
geometric elements of Prometheus or Pandora from the
vectors in the numerical integrations.

n =
(

GMS

a3

)1/2[
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